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Abstract—Modern network elements are increasingly required to deal with heterogeneous traffic. Recent works consider processing policies for buffers that hold packets with different processing requirement (number of processing cycles needed before a packet can be transmitted out) but uniform value, aiming to maximize the throughput, i.e., the number of transmitted packets. Other developments deal with packets of varying value but uniform processing requirement (each packet requires one processing cycle); the objective here is to maximize the total transmitted value. In this work, we consider a more general problem, combining packets with both nonuniform processing and nonuniform values in the same queue. We study the properties of various processing orders in this setting. We show that in the general case natural processing policies have poor performance guarantees, with linear lower bounds on their competitive ratio. Moreover, we show an adversarial lower bound that holds for every online policy. On the positive side, in the special case when only two different values are allowed, 1 and V, we present a policy that achieves competitive ratio \((1 + \frac{W}{V+2})\), where \(W\) is the maximal number of required processing cycles. We also consider copying costs during admission.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern networks require implementation of advanced economic models that can be represented by desired objectives, network topology, buffering architecture, and its management policy. The current Internet architecture is mostly built for fairness, while consideration of other objectives such as network utilization, throughput, profit and others is required [23], [26]. For a given network topology and buffering architecture, design of management policies that optimize a desired objective is extremely important; a management policy of a single network element includes admission control and scheduling policies. Admission control is one of the critical elements of management policy. Most admission control policies are based on a simple characteristic such as buffer occupancy, whereas traffic has additional important characteristics such as processing requirements or value that are either not taken into account at all or a separate queue is allocated per traffic type.

Incorporation of new characteristics (e.g., required processing per packet) in admission decisions and implementation of additional objectives beyond fairness lead to new challenges in design and implementation of traditional network elements.

In this work, we consider a single-queue switch where a buffer of size \(B\) is shared among all types of traffic. We do not assume any specific traffic distribution but rather analyze our switching policies against adversarial traffic using competitive analysis [6], [28], which provides a uniform throughput guarantee for online algorithms under all possible traffic patterns. An online algorithm ALG is \(\alpha\)-competitive for some \(\alpha \geq 1\) if for any arrival sequence \(\sigma\) the total value transmitted by ALG is at least \(1/\alpha\) times the total value transmitted in an optimal solution obtained by an offline clairvoyant algorithm (denoted OPT). Note that a lower bound on the competitive ratio can be proven with a specific hard example while an upper bound represents a general statement that should hold over all possible inputs. In practice, the choices of processing order, implementation of push-out mechanisms etc. are likely to be made at design time. From this point of view, our study of worst-case behaviour aims to provide a robust estimate on the settings that can handle all possible loads.

The purpose of this work is to study the impact of both packet values and required processing on weighted throughput; to the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to study such impact. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we formally introduce the model we will use in this work, a model with both required processing and values. In Section III we survey previous work in related buffer processing algorithms. In Section IV we introduce several algorithms based on priority queueing that appear promising for this setting; these algorithms differ in the way they sort packets: by required processing, by value, or by a ratio of these numbers (i.e., by value per one processing cycle). In Section V we begin with a negative result: we show that all of these algorithms have at least linear competitive ratio in the general case. Moreover, in Section V we proceed to show a general lower bound for any online algorithm proven in an adversarial fashion; this is an important new result for this model as previously considered special cases (uniform values with heterogeneous processing and uniform processing with
variable values) allowed for optimal online policies. However, in Section VI we introduce an important special case when there are only two different possible values, i.e., packets may have different required processing but their value is limited to 1 and $V$. The maximal number of required processing cycles is $W$. In our main result, we present a policy based on a priority queue that achieves competitive ratio $(1 + \frac{W+2}{V})$. Note that while it may appear suspicious to compare packet values with required processing, in fact we are comparing ratios of the most valuable (resp., heaviest) packet to the least valuable (resp., lightest) packet because the minimal required processing and minimal value are always set to 1.

In Section VII we consider the $\beta$-push-out case, which takes copying cost into account by introducing additional penalties for push-out. Section VIII presents simulation results where the proposed algorithms are evaluated with synthesized traces. Section IX concludes the paper.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

We use a model similar to the one introduced in [1], [17] and subsequently used in [12]–[14], [20]–[22]. Consider a single queue of size $B$ that handles the arrival of a sequence of unit-sized packets. A new part of the problem setting in this work is to combine two different characteristics of a packet. Namely, we assume that each arriving packet $p$ is branded with: (1) the number of required processing cycles (work) $w(p) \in \{1, \ldots, W\}$ and (2) its processing value $v(p) \in \{1, \ldots, V\}$. These numbers are known for every arriving packet; for a motivation of why required processing may be available see [29], and values are usually defined externally. Although the values of $W$ and $V$ will play a fundamental role in our analysis, our algorithms will not need to know $W$ or $V$ in advance. Note that for $W = 1$ the model degenerates into a single queue of uniform packets with nonuniform value, as considered in, e.g., [5], [30], while for $V = 1$ it becomes a single queue of unit-valued packets with different required processing, as considered, e.g., in [19]–[21]. We will denote a packet with required processing $w$ and value $v$ by $(w \mid v)$, and a sequence of $n$ packets with the same parameters $w$ and $v$ by $n \times (w \mid v)$.

The queue performs three main tasks, namely: (1) buffer management, i.e., admission control of newly arrived packets; (2) processing, i.e., deciding which of the currently stored packets will be processed; (3) transmission, i.e., deciding if already processed packets should be transmitted and transmitting those that should. A packet is fully processed if the processing unit has scheduled the packet for processing for at least its required number of cycles.

We assume discrete slotted time, where each time slot consists of three phases (see Fig. 1 for an illustration): (i) arrival: new packets arrive, and admission control decides if a packet should be dropped or, possibly, an already admitted packet should be pushed out; (ii) processing: one packet is selected for processing by the scheduling unit; (iii) transmission: at most one fully processed packet is selected for transmission and leaves the queue. If a packet is dropped prior to being transmitted (while it still has a positive number of required processing cycles), it is lost. A packet may be dropped either upon arrival or due to a push-out decision while it is stored in the buffer. A packet contributes its value to the objective function only upon being successfully transmitted; note that only one packet may be transmitted per time slot. The goal is to devise buffer management algorithms that maximize the overall throughput, i.e., the total value of all packets transmitted out of the queue.

For an algorithm ALG and time slot $t$, we denote by $IB_t^{ALG}$ the set of packets stored in ALG’s buffer at time slot $t$ after arrival but before processing (i.e., the buffer state shown in the second row of Fig. 1). For every time slot $t$ and every packet $p$ currently stored in the queue, its number of residual processing cycles, denoted $w_t(p)$, is defined to be the number of processing cycles it requires before it can be successfully transmitted, and its value, denoted $v(p)$, is the number it contributes to the objective function upon transmission.

Three fundamental properties are often used in online algorithms. First, a policy is called greedy if it always accepts packets in the queue whenever it has free space. Greedy algorithms are usually amenable to efficient implementation and transmit everything if there is no congestion. Second, a policy is called work-conserving if it is always processing as long as it has packets with nonzero required processing in the buffer. Third, a policy is called push-out if it is allowed to drop packets that already reside in its queue; note that it does not make sense for a push-out policy to be non-greedy (it may be reasonable only with non-zero copying costs). In what follows, we will assume that all push-out policies are greedy and all policies are work-conserving.

III. RELATED WORK

Rich literature has been devoted to special cases of our model where one characteristic is assumed to be uniform. In particular, admission control policies for the case of single-queued buffers where packets with uniform processing and varying intrinsic value arrive have been thoroughly studied. In the case of two values (1 and $V$) and First-In-First-Out (FIFO) processing order, the works [5], [30] present a deterministic non-push-out policy with competitive ratio $(2 - \frac{1}{V})$, i.e., bounded by a constant. For the more general case, when packet values vary between 1 and $V$, the works [5], [30] prove that the competitive ratio cannot be better than $\Theta(\log V)$. In [4], this upper bound was improved to $2 + \ln V + O(\ln^2 V / B)$. In the push-out case with two packet values, the greedy policy was shown in [15] to be at least 1.282 and at most 2-competitive. Later, the upper bound on the greedy policy was improved to 1.894 [16]; this work also considers the $\beta$-push-out case and proves that the greedy policy is at least 1.544-competitive. Policies with memory have been considered in [4], [7], [24].

Recently, packets with required processing but with uniform packet values in various settings have been considered in [8], [12]–[14], [20]–[22]. These works also follow the paradigm of competitive analysis, and their main results usually constitute good processing policies that have constant or logarithmic
upper bounds on the competitive ratio. For a buffer with one queue of packets with uniform value, priority queue that sorts packets according to their required processing is known to be optimal [12]. Our current work can be viewed as part of a larger research effort concentrated on studying competitive algorithms for management of bounded buffers. Initiated in [2], [13], [25], this line of research has received tremendous attention over the past decade. A survey by Goldwasser [10] provides an excellent overview of this field. Pruhs [27] provides a comprehensive overview of a related field of competitive online scheduling for server systems; however, scheduling for server systems usually concentrates on average response time and does not allow jobs to be dropped, while we focus mostly on throughput and allow push-out.

Another very interesting class of results in competitive analysis are adversarial lower bounds that hold over all algorithms. Such bounds, when they can be proven, indicate that one cannot hope to get an optimal online algorithm, and a clairvoyant offline algorithm will always be able to outperform it. One well-known example of such a bound is the lower bound of $\frac{2}{3}$ on the competitive ratio of any algorithm in the model with multiple queues in a shared memory buffer and uniform packets (i.e., packets with identical value and required processing) [1], [11]. For the case of a single queue, previous works have considered two cases: variable value with uniform processing and variable processing with uniform values. In both cases, a single priority queue that sorts packets with respect to the variable characteristic (largest value and smallest required processing first, respectively) is optimal, so there can be no nontrivial general lower bound regardless of transmission order. In the FIFO model, for the case of variable values and uniform processing there has been a line of adversarial lower bounds culminating in the lower bound of 1.419 that applies to all algorithms [18], with a stronger bound of 1.434 for the special case when $B = 2$ if all possible values are admissible [5], [30]. In the two-valued case, tight bound are known: an adversarial lower bound of $r = \frac{1}{2}(\sqrt{15} - 1) \approx 1.303$ for any $B \geq 2$ and $r_\infty = \sqrt{2} - \frac{1}{2}(\sqrt{5} + 4\sqrt{2} - 3) \approx 1.282$ for $B \rightarrow \infty$ and an online algorithm that achieves competitive ratio $r$ for arbitrary $B$ and $r_\infty$ for $B \rightarrow \infty$ [7]. In the case of variable processing with uniform values, no general lower bounds for FIFO order are known apart from a simple lower bound of $\frac{1}{2}(k + 1)$ for greedy non-push-out policies [21].

IV. ALGORITHMS AND LOWER BOUNDS

Previous research indicates that priority queues with push-out are the best tools that often lead to good competitive ratios. In particular, Keslasy et al. showed that a single priority queue with push-out is optimal for packets with varying required processing and unit value [12]. Therefore, our usual suspects are priority queues; in case of multiple characteristics, there can be different priority queues that sort packets in different orders. We introduce the following definition.

Definition 4.1: Let $f$ be a function of packets, $f(w, v) \in \mathbb{R}$, with the intuition that better packets have larger values of $f$. Then the $PQ_f$ processing policy is defined as follows:
- $PQ_f$ is greedy;
- $PQ_f$ sorts and processes packets in its queue in the order of decreasing values of $f$;
- $PQ_f$ pushes out a packet $p$ and adds a new packet $p'$ to the queue at time slot $t$ if the buffer is full, $p$ is currently the worst packet in the buffer and $p'$ is better than $p$:
  \[ f(p) = \min_{q \in \text{PQ}_f} f(q), \quad \text{and} \quad f(p') > f(p). \]

In other words, $PQ_f$ sorts and processes packets according to the function $f$. In particular, we consider three specific priority queues (here $w$ denotes the current residual work):

1. $PQ_{w,v} = PQ_{w+v/(V+1)}$ sorts packets in the increasing order of their required processing, breaking ties by value;
2. $PQ_{v,w} = PQ_{w+v/(W+1)}$ sorts packets in the decreasing order of their value, breaking ties by required processing;
3. $PQ_{v/w}$ sorts packets in the decreasing order of their value-to-work ratio, i.e., it prioritizes packets that yield the best value per one time slot of processing. Here we also have two possibilities for breaking ties, $PQ_{v/w} = PQ_{v/w-\epsilon/(W+2)}$ and $PQ_{v/w} = PQ_{v/w}(WV+1)$, but in this case the tie-breakers will be irrelevant for all our statements, so we will unite them under the same notation.

Fig. 1 shows a sample time slot of these priority queues; all policies start with $(5 \mid 2), (4 \mid 3)$, and $(1 \mid 1)$ in their queues, $B = 3$, and a $(6 \mid 3)$ packet arrives. $PQ_{w,v}$ rejects the $(6 \mid 3)$ since it has the largest processing requirement, $PQ_{v,w}$ pushes out $(1 \mid 1)$ since it has the smallest value, and $PQ_{v/w}$ pushes out $(5 \mid 2)$ since it has the worst $v/w$ ratio of $2/5$.

Our main result in this section is that priority queues fail to provide constant or even logarithmic competitiveness with two packet characteristics, as they do in simpler cases. We show linear (in $V$ and/or $W$) lower bounds on the competitive ratio of all three $PQ$ policies. This is an interesting and somewhat discouraging result since priority queues have proven to be efficient (often with constant upper bounds on the competitive ratio) in other contexts. For a lower bound, it suffices to present a hard sequence of packets on which the optimal algorithm outperforms the one in question; we show the first proof as an example but omit the others due to space constraints.

Theorem 1: For a buffer of size $B$, maximal packet required processing $W$, and maximal packet value $V$, $PQ_{w,v}$ is at least $V$-competitive and at most $V$-competitive.

Proof: First, there arrive $B \times (1 \mid 1)$ (B packets with required processing 1 and value 1); $PQ_{w,v}$ accepts them while OPT does not. Then there arrive $B \times (2 \mid V)$ packets accepted by OPT; $PQ_{w,v}$ skips them since they have larger required processing than already admitted. No more packets arrive, so in 2B steps $PQ_{w,v}$ processes packets with total value $B$; OPT, with total value $VB$. The same sequence is repeated to get the asymptotic bound. The upper bound follows since $PQ$ is optimal for uniform values and variable required processing; this means that $PQ_{w,v}$ processes as many packets as OPT, so it cannot lose by a factor of more than $B$. ■
Theorem 2: For a buffer of size $B$, maximal packet required processing $W$, and maximal packet value $V$, $PQ_{v,-w}$ is at least $\left(\frac{V-1}{V} W - o(1)\right)$-competitive.

Theorem 3: For a buffer of size $B$, maximal packet required processing $W$, and maximal packet value $V$, $PQ_{v/w}$ is at least $\min(V,W)$-competitive.

V. General Lower Bound

We have already mentioned related general lower bounds for online algorithms in Section III. It turns out that in our case, when both required processing and value are allowed to vary, it becomes possible again to prove an adversarial lower bound on all online policies. We first show it for general values and then consider the two-valued case (which in this case turns out to be a generalization).

Theorem 4: For a buffer of size $B$, maximal packet required processing $W$, and maximal packet value $V \geq 2$, every online algorithm $ALG$ is at least $\left(\frac{B}{V} - O(1/W)\right)$-competitive.

Proof: To show a lower bound, we present the corresponding hard instance. On the first step, there arrive $B \times (1 | 1)$ and $B \times (W | 2)$. $ALG$ is forced to choose how many packets of each kind it accepts. Denote the number of $(W | 2)$ packets accepted by $ALG$ by $n$. There are two cases.

- $n < \frac{3}{2} B$ : in this case, $OPT$ chooses to accept $B \times (W | 2)$, and no new packets arrive. After $BW$ time slots, $OPT$ has processed packets with total value $VB$, and $ALG$ has processed at most $(B-n)+2n$. The competitive ratio thus becomes $\frac{VB}{B(n+VB)} = \frac{2}{1-n/B} \geq \frac{5}{4}$ for $\frac{n}{B} < \frac{3}{4}$.

- $\frac{n}{B} \geq \frac{3}{4}$ : in this case, $OPT$ accepts $B \times (1 | 1)$. After $B$ time slots, $OPT$ has processed all of its packets with total value $B$, while $ALG$ has not been able to process more than $(B-n) \times (1 | 1)$ (by assumption) and no more than $B/W \times (W | 2)$ (by the time constraint). At this point, $B \times (1 | 2)$ arrive and then no more packets; regardless of whether $ALG$ accepts any of them, after all buffers have been emptied $OPT$ gets $2B$ more value and $ALG$ no more than $2B$. The ratio is thus at least $\frac{B+nB}{B+nB+nB+2B} = \frac{3}{3-n/B} - O(1/W) \geq \frac{5}{4} - O(1/W)$ for $\frac{n}{B} \geq \frac{3}{4}$.

In the two-valued case, the bound becomes worse; note that the bound depends on the minimal available packet value larger than 1; it does not matter what values more than $V$ may be available.

Theorem 5: For a buffer of size $B$, maximal packet required processing $W$, and available packet values 1 and $V > 1$, every online algorithm $ALG$ is at least $\left(1 + \frac{V^2-1}{V^2} - O \left(\frac{1}{W}\right)\right)$-competitive.

Proof: Similar to Theorem 4 on the first step there arrive $B \times (1 | 1)$ and $B \times (W | V)$. Suppose that $ALG$ has accepted $n$ of $(W | 2)$ packets. Again, there are two cases.

- $n < \frac{V^2-1}{V^2} B$ : in this case, $OPT$ chooses to accept $B \times (W | V)$, and no new packets arrive. After $BW$ time slots, $OPT$ has processed packets with total value $VB$, and $ALG$ has processed at most $(B-n)+VB$, yielding competitive ratio $\frac{VB}{B-n+VB} = \frac{V}{1+(V-1)n/W} \geq \frac{V^2+V-1}{V^2} - O(1/W)$ for $\frac{n}{B} < \frac{V^2-1}{V^2} - 5$.

- $n \geq \frac{V^2-1}{V^2} B$ : in this case, $OPT$ accepts $B \times (1 | 1)$. After $B$ time slots, $OPT$ has transmitted total value $B$, while $ALG$ has processed at most $(B-n) \times (1 | 1)$ and $B/W \times (W | V)$. Now $B \times (1 | 1)$ arrive and then no more packets; after all buffers have been emptied $OPT$ gets $VB$ more value and $ALG$ at most $VB$, which gives us the ratio $\frac{VB+nVB}{B+nVB} = \frac{V+1}{V+1+n/V} - O(1/W) \geq \frac{V^2+V-1}{V^2} - O(1/W)$ for $\frac{n}{B} \geq \frac{V^2-1}{V^2} - 1$.

In the next section, we look at the case of two possible values, 1 and $V$, in more detail. In the main result of this work, we show that in this special case some priority queues do admit an interesting upper bound on their competitive ratio.

VI. Upper Bound for the Two-Valued Case

Although the results of Section IV do not leave much hope about the general case, we can still prove positive results in special cases. In this section, we consider a special case when there are only two possible values, 1 and $V$, so there are two kinds of packets, $(w | 1)$ and $(w | V)$; the required processing can still be arbitrary from 1 to $W$. This case often occurs in practice; for instance, $(w | 1)$ may represent “commodity” packets while $(w | V)$ corresponds to “golden” packets that
have paid more to be processed. Similar special cases have been considered, e.g., in [20]. We will show in Theorem 7 that in this special case, the PQ\textsubscript{\text{w,w}} policy has an attractive upper bound on the competitive ratio, which implies a constant upper bound on the competitive ratio of both PQ\textsubscript{\text{w,w}} and PQ\textsubscript{\text{v,w}} in case when W < V. However, we begin with negative results; Theorem 6 provides matching tight lower bounds for the main result that follows; again, proofs of lower bounds are omitted due to lack of space.

**Theorem 6:** Consider a buffer of size B with maximal required processing W and possible packet values 1 or V. Then:
1. PQ\textsubscript{\text{w,w}} is at least V-competitive;
2. if W ≥ V then PQ\textsubscript{\text{v,w}} is at least V-competitive;
3. PQ\textsubscript{\text{v,w}} is at least \( \left( \frac{W}{V} + o(1) \right) \)-competitive.

In the next theorem, we show the main result of this work, an upper bound on the competitive ratio of PQ\textsubscript{\text{v,w}}.

**Theorem 7:** Consider a buffer of size B with maximal required processing W and possible packet values 1 or V. Then PQ\textsubscript{\text{w,w}} is at most \( (1 + \frac{W}{V} + 2) \)-competitive.

**Proof:** By the definition of the PQ\textsubscript{\text{w,w}} queue, any packet with value V pushes out any packet with value 1. This is the crucial property that we need to prove this upper bound. For brevity, throughout this proof we denote PQ = PQ\textsubscript{\text{w,w}}. We define the following sets of packets:
1. \( IB\textsubscript{V}^{ALG} = \{ p \in IB\textsubscript{ALG} : value(p) = v \} \) contains packets with value v in IB\textsubscript{ALG};
2. \( Trans\textsubscript{ALG}^{V} = \{ p \text{ transmitted by ALG : value}(p) = v \} \) is the set of packets with value v transmitted by ALG;
3. \( IB\textsubscript{V}^{ALG} = IB\textsubscript{ALG} \cup Trans\textsubscript{ALG}^{V} \) is the set of packets with value v either already transmitted by ALG or currently residing in its buffer; IB\textsubscript{V} = \( \bigcup_{v} IB\textsubscript{V}^{ALG} \).

We also define \( \Phi\textsubscript{V}^{ALG}(l) = \sum_{i=1}^{l} w(p_{i}) \), where \( p_{i} \) is the ith packet from IB\textsubscript{V} in PQ order. Here \( w(p) \) is the residual processing time of a packet at the current time moment; in particular, we let \( w(p) = 0 \) for already transmitted packets.

In the proof, we will sometimes let OPT transmit certain packets immediately, “for free”, thus improving its throughput. These packets do not fall into Trans\textsubscript{OPT} but comprise a separate set Free(OPT). Throughout the proof, we will preserve the property that \( \forall p \in Free(OPT) value(p) = 1 \), i.e., we only give out packets of value 1 for free. We begin with a technical statement (proof omitted due to space constraints).

**Lemma 8:** Let \( a_{1}, a_{2}, \ldots, a_{m} \) and \( b_{1}, b_{2}, \ldots, b_{n} \) be two sequences of numbers in nondecreasing order, and, moreover, suppose that \( \forall l \in \{1, \ldots, m\} \sum_{i=1}^{l} a_{i} \geq \sum_{i=1}^{l} b_{i} \). Let also \( a^{*} \) and \( b^{*} \) be any two numbers, such that \( a^{*} \geq b^{*} \). Consider two sequences: \( a_{1}', a_{2}', \ldots, a_{m+1}' \) and \( b_{1}', b_{2}', \ldots, b_{n+1}' \), that result after insertion of \( a^{*} \) and \( b^{*} \) into \( a_{1}, \ldots, a_{m} \) and \( b_{1}, \ldots, b_{n} \) respectively (nondecreasing order preserved). Then we have, that \( \forall l \in \{1, \ldots, m+1\} \sum_{i=1}^{l} a_{i}' \geq \sum_{i=1}^{l} b_{i}' \).

We now prove the crucial lemma of this upper bound.

**Lemma 9:** There exists an algorithm OPT that works no worse than the optimal algorithm on any sequence of inputs for which on every sequence of inputs at every time moment it holds that:
1. for all \( l \in \{1, \ldots, |IB\textsubscript{OPT}|\} \) \( \Phi\textsubscript{OPT}(l) \geq \Phi\textsubscript{PQ}(l) \); (i)
2. for all \( l \in \{1, \ldots, |IB\textsubscript{V}^{OPT}|\} \) \( \Phi\textsubscript{OPT}(l) \geq \Phi\textsubscript{V}^{PQ}(l) \); (ii)
3. |Free(OPT)| ≤ (W + 2)|Trans\textsubscript{V}(PQ)|. (iii)

**Proof:** We prove these estimates by induction on the number of “events” such as receiving, processing, or transmitting a packet. At the initial time moment all conditions hold trivially. Note that whenever conditions (i) and (ii) hold, it also necessarily holds that \( |Trans\textsubscript{OPT}(PQ)| \leq |Trans\textsubscript{OPT}(PQ)| \) since \( \Phi\textsubscript{OPT}(l) = 0 \) for all \( l < |Trans\textsubscript{OPT}(PQ)| \) and consequently \( \Phi\textsubscript{PQ}(l) = 0 \); moreover, \( |IB\textsubscript{V}^{OPT}| \leq |IB\textsubscript{V}^{PQ}| \) since \( \Phi\textsubscript{V} \) must be defined. We now remove from IB\textsubscript{V} the \( |IB\textsubscript{V}^{PQ}| - |IB\textsubscript{V}^{OPT}| \) packets with the highest priority, denoting the resulting set by IB\textsubscript{PQ}. Theorem 6 provides matching tight lower bounds for the main result that follows; again, proofs of lower bounds are omitted due to lack of space.

**Arrival of a new packet p.** There are two subcases.

**value(p) = V.** If PQ has accepted the packet and has pushed out a packet from IB\textsubscript{PQ}, we move the largest packet from IB\textsubscript{OPT} (if it is nonempty) to Free(OPT). Thus, inequalities for \( \Phi\textsubscript{V} \) are not violated since we have removed largest elements from both IB\textsubscript{OPT} and IB\textsubscript{PQ}. Further, if OPT accepts p, then \( B > |IB\textsubscript{OPT}| \geq |IB\textsubscript{V}^{PQ}| \), so the sequence IB\textsubscript{V} will receive the smallest of packets (IB\textsubscript{PQ} \wedge IB\textsubscript{V} \wedge \{p\}) (according to the push-out rules). Therefore, by Lemma 8 inequalities for \( \Phi\textsubscript{V} \) still hold. Note that \( (|IB\textsubscript{V}^{PQ}| - |IB\textsubscript{V}^{PQ}|) \) could only increase.

**value(p) = 1.** We consider two subcases separately.

(i) \( |IB\textsubscript{PQ}| + |IB\textsubscript{1}| < B \). In this case, we add to IB\textsubscript{PQ} the smallest packet from (IB\textsubscript{PQ} \wedge IB\textsubscript{1}) (according to push-out rules), and by Lemma 8 the inequalities are preserved. (ii) \( |IB\textsubscript{PQ}| + |IB\textsubscript{1}| = B \). Then, since \( |IB\textsubscript{OPT}| \geq |IB\textsubscript{V}| \) and \( |IB\textsubscript{OPT}| \geq |IB\textsubscript{V}| \), we get that \( |IB\textsubscript{PQ}| - |IB\textsubscript{PQ}| \). Now, if OPT accepts p then p is added to the overflow(OPT).

**Processing of packet p by OPT.** In this case, there are three subcases.

**value(p) = V.** This is a simple case. If IB\textsubscript{PQ} ≠ ∅ then each nonzero term in \( \Phi\textsubscript{PQ}(l) \) reduces exactly by one,
while each nonzero term in $\Phi_{V}^{OPT}(l)$ reduces by at most one, so the inequalities are obviously preserved. If otherwise $IBV_{PQ} = \emptyset$ then all $\Phi_{V} = 0$.

value(p) = 1 and $IBV_{PQ} = \emptyset$. This case is completely similar to the previous one.

value(p) = 1 and $IBV_{PQ} \neq \emptyset$. In this case, the packet $p$ being processed is sent to Free(OPT). It remains to show that in this case $\Phi_{V}^{OPT}(l)$ do not decrease since we have merely removed an element from an ordered sequence.

Transmitting a packet. Inequalities on $\Phi$ obviously remain unchanged upon transmission. However, during transmission the value $\max(V, W)$ may decrease by one. In order to preserve the invariant on overflow(OPT), we move an arbitrary packet from overflow(OPT) (if it is nonempty) to Free(OPT).

To see the last statement of the lemma, it suffices to note that a packet may fall into Free(OPT) only when PQ receives, processes, or transmits a packet with value $V$.

Now, after both OPT and PQ have processed the entire sequence of packets, the total value of packets transmitted by PQ equals $|IBT_{PQ}| + V|IBT_{PQ}'|$. The total value of packets transmitted by OPT is $|IBT_{OPT}'| + V|IBT_{OPT}'| + |Free(OPT)|$.

Thus,

$$
\alpha = \frac{|IBT_{OPT}'| + V|IBT_{OPT}'| + |Free(OPT)|}{|IBT_{PQ}'| + V|IBT_{PQ}'|} \leq 1 + \frac{|Free(OPT)|}{|IBT_{PQ}'| + V|IBT_{PQ}'|} \leq 1 + \frac{|Free(OPT)|}{V|IBT_{PQ}'|} \leq 1 + \frac{W + 2}{V}.
$$

Corollary 10: If $W < V$, PQ$_{v,-w}$ and PQ$_{w}$ are at most $(2 + \frac{2}{V})$-competitive.

Proof: Since $(W | V)$ pushes out $(1 | 1)$ in the PQ$_{w}$ queue, any packet with value $V$ pushes out any packet with value 1, so for $W < V$ PQ$_{w}$ is equivalent to PQ$_{v,-w}$.

VII. The $\beta$-Push-out Case

In some systems it is important to control the number of pushed out packets, for at least two reasons: each admitted packet incurs some copying cost $\alpha$, and pushing a packet out is not a simple operation. The addition of a copying cost $\alpha$ covers both cases. As a result, [12] introduced the notion of copying cost in the performance of transmission algorithms for packets with heterogeneous processing requirements but uniform values: if an algorithm accepts $A$ packets and transmits packets with total value $T$, its transmitted value is $\max(0, T - \alpha A)$. Thus, in extreme cases, the transmitted value of a push-out policy may even go down to zero, and copying cost provides an additional control on the number of pushed out packets. To implement such a control mechanism, Keslassy et al. [12] introduced the greedy push-out work-conserving policy $PQ_{\beta}$ that processes a packet with minimal required work first and in the case of congestion such a policy pushes out only if a new arrival has at least $\beta$ times less work than the maximal residual work in PQ$_{\beta}$. In our context, we extend PQ$_{?}$ to PQ$_{\beta}$ and then show several lower bounds for $\beta$-push-out counterparts of our policies. Unfortunately, the proof of Theorem [7] does not go through for $\beta$-push-out policies; it remains an open problem to show nontrivial (less than linear) upper bounds for $\beta$-push-out policies with two packet characteristics.

Definition 7.1: Let $f$ be a function of packets, $f(w, v) \in \mathbb{R}$, with better packets corresponding to larger values of $f$. The PQ$_{\beta}$ processing policy for $\beta > 1$ is defined as PQ$_{?}$ with the following difference: PQ$_{\beta}$ can push out a packet $p$ and add a new packet $p'$ to the queue at time slot $t$ if $p$ is currently the worst packet in the buffer and $p'$ is better than $p$ at least by a factor of $\beta$: $f(p) = \min_{v \in IBV_{pq}} f(q)$, and $f(p') > \beta f(p)$.

Theorem 11: Consider a buffer of size $B$ with maximal required processing $W$ and maximal packet value $V$. Then:

1. PQ$_{\beta}$ is at most $V$-competitive in both the case of arbitrary packet values and in the two-valued case;
2. PQ$_{\beta}$ is at most $\min(V, W)$-competitive in the case of arbitrary packet values;
3. in the two-valued case, if $\beta W \geq V$ then PQ$_{\beta}$ is at least $V$-competitive;
4. in the case of DPQ$_{\beta}$-push-out policies with two packet characteristics.

Proof: (1) In the construction from Theorem 1 packets are never pushed out from PQ$_{-w,-v}$ buffer, so the result still holds for PQ$_{w,-v}$. (2) Construction from Theorem 3 also works because packets are never pushed out from PQ$_{w}$ buffer in this construction. (3) This result can be seen as a relaxation of the second part of Theorem 6 since $\beta > 1$. The same construction works: PQ$_{w}$ fills its buffer with $\beta \times (1 | 1)$ and then drops incoming $\beta \times (W | V)$. PQ$_{\beta}$ also drops them since $\frac{V}{W} \leq \frac{\beta W}{V} = \beta$. (4) Again, the constructions from Theorem 2 and Theorem 6 work since they do not force packets to be pushed out from PQ$_{-w,-v}$ buffer.

VIII. Simulations

In this section, we present the results of a comprehensive simulation study intended to validate our theoretical results. Naturally, it would be desirable to compare the proposed algorithms on real life network traces. Unfortunately, available datasets such as CAIDA [9] are of little use for our model. They cannot provide information on required processing and time scale (i.e., which packets go in the same time slot) since this information is heavily dependent on a specific network processor. Therefore, in our experiments we have used synthetic traces.

We have conducted five series of experiments on synthetic traces, studying how performance depends on maximal required processing $k$, buffer size $B$, maximal value $V$, intensity $\lambda_{on}$, and $\beta$ (in the model with copying cost). The actual optimal online algorithm in our model would be
the best policy, virtually indistinguishable from OPT.

while required processing, fares better and becomes closer to OPT but it is clear that PQ grows, all algorithms deteriorate (packets become heavier), k

A. Maximal required processing

In the first set of simulations (Fig. 2(1-3)), we study performance as a function of the maximal value V. As D grows larger, PQ starts to lose somewhat to the fractional OPT algorithm. Thus, for large buffers we recommend PQ.

C. Maximal value V

In the third set of experiments (Fig. 2(7-9)), we look at performance as a function of the maximal value V. It turns out that the performance level of all our algorithms does not significantly depend on V in realistic cases; there is only a slight improvement in performance as V increases, noticeable only for PQ, as expected since PQ emphasizes value over required processing. The relative order of algorithms remains unchanged.

D. Incoming stream intensity

The fourth set of experiments (Fig. 2(10-12)) shows how performance depends on the intensity λon of switched on incoming packet sources. Here, we see that all algorithms, including OPT, show approximately the same rate of decline under higher and higher input intensities, and their relative standings remain the same across all intensities.

E. β for β-push-out policies

The last, fifth set of experiments (Fig. 2(13-15)) studies a different situation; here, we have introduced nonzero copying cost α (on all three graphs, α = 0.3) and have studied how performance depends on β for β-push-out counterparts of our policies (as introduced in Section VII): since the number of admitted packets is not well defined for our fractional OPT, OPT did not participate in these experiments. On the graphs for PQ, we see that in each case, performance is maximized at some β* > 1; in these three cases, β* ∈ [1.2, 1.5]. Thus, β-push-out policies indeed provide an improved alternative for regular policies in the model with copying cost.

To summarize, in this section we have shown a comprehensive simulations study on synthetic traces. The main result is that the PQ policy that we have introduced in this work is uniformly the best policy across all tested settings. Another interesting result is that β-push-out policies do have an advantage (albeit slight) in settings with nonzero copying cost.

IX. Conclusion

In this work, we have considered a single queue processing packets with two different characteristics: processing requirement and value. We have investigated various packet processing orders and found that they have linear lower bounds on the competitive ratio, which makes them unattractive. However, we have provided positive results in the special case of large buffer sizes.
of two different values, 1 and V. Namely, we have shown a \((1 + (W + 2) / V)\) upper bound for a priority queue \(PQ_{v,w}\) that sorts packets first by value and then by required processing. For \(W < V\), this also becomes a constant upper bound on the competitive ratio of \(PQ_{v,w}\) which sorts packets by unit processing (ratio of value to processing). Besides, we have introduced a general lower bound of \(5/4\) (in case when value 2 is available) that holds for all online policies; this lower bound distinguishes the model considered in this work from previously studied models with uniform processing or uniform values, where certain online policies have been proven to be optimal. Results of this work are summarized in Table I; note that all algorithms in the table employ push-out and use different heuristics for it.

For the two-valued case, we have proven tightly matching lower and upper bounds on the competitive ratio (they differ by \(1 + o(1)\)). It still remains a very interesting open problem to prove upper bounds for the general case of multiple possible values, and another interesting problem would be to prove upper bounds for \(\beta\)-push-out policies. However, the really crucial question here is whether it is possible to devise a processing policy with better than linear competitive ratio for the general case of two characteristics. We suggest this problem for further study.
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Fig. 2. Simulation results: share of successfully transmitted packets in the required processing model as a function of (1-3) maximal required processing $k$, (4-6) buffer size $B$, (7-9) maximal value $V$, (10-12) packet stream intensity $\lambda$. Specific simulation parameters are shown in graph captions.